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[ Yun ] Hi there, I'm Yun Lee.

[ Rae ] And I'm Rae Parnell,

[ Yun ] and we're the hosts of BARTALK.

[ Rae ] BARTALK is a lecture performance and storytelling series that usually
takes place in different bars in The Hague. Each of our podcast seasons has a
different theme, featuring one guest per episode, offering their unique
perspectives.

[ Yun ] The theme of this season is parties and today we're going to be talking
to Khalil Ryahi.

[ Rae ] Khalil is a real OG in the Rotterdam clubbing scene, and we are super
excited to have him on board for this BARTALK. He was born and raised in
Rotterdam with Moroccan descent. He's a music professional operating in  all
facets of electronic music. He is also organizing weekly parties, he runs a
record label, he's opened a record store, he performs, he produces music, and
he's a DJ.

[ Yun ] Throughout his life parties and social dynamics in the scene have
been a guiding light, bringing special people and wonderful opportunities to his
path. So these two podcast nerds talk to Khalil today to ask: how does he do it
all?

[ Rae ] Just a quick heads up before our episode starts. This conversation will
contain a small mention of drug use.

[ Yun ] So with that out of the way, let's get right to it with Khalil.

[ music fades out ]

[ Yun ] Welcome Khalil thank you so much for being here today in our studio,
we really needed someone to guide us through with the nightlife scene in
Rotterdam, and actually just in the Netherlands in general. So I think you're
the perfect person here.



[ Rae ] Yes.

[ Khalil ] Thank you for inviting me.

[ Rae ] So we want to talk to you because you occupy a lot of roles in your
career. You're a party organizer, you're a label owner, a talent scout, a DJ, and
I think you're someone who has had a hand in shaping a lot of the Rotterdam
nightlife and the Rotterdam nightlife history. So we were curious about how
you got started in all of this.

[ Khalil ] Well,

[ Khalil ] my party career started, I think around 20 years ago. I'm 37 years
old now. Well, let me start at the beginning, because, you know, I was always
really into music, that's what led me to parties. And I think when I was like 15 /
16 years old, when I had my first computer with an internet connection, and
we had Napster. So I was downloading illegal music like a mofo...

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] and I was discovering all types of really awesome electronic music,
like dj mixes and producers and yeah, it opened up a whole new world for me.
[ music in background ] Soon after, I met a guy who had turntables at home
and the first time I was able to touch them and try to mix two records together.
I was like, Oh, yes, I need this in my life. I'm going to do this what I'm going to
do from now on, so I started collecting records like, like a madman with little
money I had. [ Khalil laughes ] and at the same time I was yeah, I started
going to to parties, I was like 16 years old. And it was the, I remember this
really well, it was the summer carnival. And I was with my homies from the
hood, we were just walking around in the city, you know, smoking joints. And I
ran into some other friends of mine, like three Dutch guys. And the other
group was just a bunch of Moroccans, and Turks and Antilians was like two
different types of people, the two groups. And they asked me they like hey
Khalil, we're going to a club tonight, we're going to buy ecstasy we go to a
party, you want to come? And I was like, ummm, mmmm, yeah, why not? So I
said, yo, later guys I roll with them, okay, yeah, bye! And that night, yeah, I
took my first pill and yeah, I just was just blown away.

[ music increasing ]



[ Khalil ] [ music in background ] There wasn't even a good party, or good
music or whatever but like the energy of it was just, like, hooked instantly on,
on the energy and the connection with other people on the dance floor. So
from that moment, I basically started going out every week, first to the shitty
parties and then when I realized, yeah, maybe I can get into a NightTown or
NOW&WOW. I was like, yeah, I'm too young, you know, they're never gonna
let me in but I just tried and I yeah, they let me in, everywhere I went. So yeah,
a whole new world opened up for me and this was yeah, this was basically the
beginning of my discovery of  nightlife. [ music fades out ] At the time,
Rotterdam was booming, like, if you compare it to the recent years, there's no
comparison, you had so many clubs in Rotterdam.. And my favorites at that
time was NOW&WOW, you can't imagine it but I think 4000 people fit in…

[ Yun ] Woa.

[ Khalil ] and it was packed every week with people in front of the door that
didn't get in... And I was fomo-ing whenever I couldn't be there like, oh shit, I
missed it, I have to go with this Saturday, oh, shit. You know, it was... It was
so.. So awesome... and at the same time you had NightTown, which was also
packed, like almost every weekend, and maybe two, 3000 people fit in there
when with all rooms open. You had Las Palmas, Off Corso.. Oh, yeah., maybe
some other smaller clubs I forgot about but yeah, this was for me, like the best
time to start my party career because Rotterdam was on fire. People from all
over Europe, maybe all over the world came to Rotterdam for a night out. It
was also like 2001 was the Rotterdam was the European cultural capital. And
I don't know if they got extra funding or lots of money to, to make shit happen,
but  this was a this was an amazing year. Yeah, for me, 17 years old, going
out... You know, and I grew up in the south side of Rotterdam. So I didn't really
have a lot of money, I don't come from a rich family or whatever. So I just did
what most kids from my neighborhood did, I was just selling ecstasy pills at
these parties, you know, to be able to go out.. [ Khalil laughs ] There was it
wasn't really... you know it was wasn't anything major.. but you know, just little
pill here a little pill there…

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] just to be able to finance these these nights out. So yeah, bit
mischievous... but yeah, that was basically how it all started.

[ Yun ] The origin story.



[ Rae ] Yeah... What a beautiful origin story...

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] Yeah, yeah. I mean, I know.. now you, you know, like I said earlier,
you're a label owner. Also, when WORM was open, you were sort of
coordinating parties, two parties every weekend. So I was wondering, how are
you doing all of this? I know you're also a parent to twins.

[ Khalil ] Well, yeah... Well, I started working at WORM, two months before it
all locked down.. so I had amazing plans.. and I had planned out to events
minimum per weekend. But eventually, I only, I only was able to witness two of
these programs. But yes, I was still very busy and exactly... raising two little
girls, two twins. And of course, being a husband and I have another job as a
Cultuur regisseur. Yeah, sometimes it feels like juggling all these balls really
high.. but I don't know, I've been doing a lot of stuff. And whenever I am, when
I'm at my busiest I become super effective. And I don't see it  that way... you
know,

[ Yun ] Do you sleep though?

[ everyone laughs ]

[ Khalil ] Well, if I sleep like six hours or five hours, I'm okay, actually. And
now lately, sometimes my daughters they wake up at night, I have to take
them out of bed.. they want to lay down next to me or my or their mother...
Yeah…

[ Yun ] It's a different nightlife.

[ Khalil ] So nights are broken up a little bit. But yeah, I've been practicing for
this, like, for 20 years. So I can, I can do well without, without lots of sleep.

[ everyone laughs ]

[ Yun ] Yeah, but so you've been organizing parties and you've been a part of
parties for a really long time. How do you get a sense of what would make a
good party? Is it based on experience or instinct? Are there certain rules that
you have for yourself?



[ Khalil ] Well, let me take you back to the beginning again, because for me,
music. That was the main thing that's, that's why I started going out collecting
records because I was hooked to the music. And for me, a good party has
good music. So it's for me, it all starts there. And that's how I started this
whole this whole career because I wanted to go out and hear good music. So
we figured me and my friends, like, yeah, if we want to have the best music,
we should play it ourselves. So we should start organizing some parties. Like
we have, we went to look for a location... and we found this, this little Brazilian
cafe on the Mauritsweg in Rotterdam, It's called the Punt doesn't exist
anymore…

[ Khalil ] But yeah, it was a Brazilian cafe. So there were beautiful Brazilian
ladies, they had the best caipirinha  in the city.. And they gave us some money
to, to organize events, you know, and it was like a little bit shitty bar, but it was
super fun.. And it was quite a success... You know, lots of people came to
these parties called Je Weet Toch.. And after our first event, the neighbor
asked us, yeah, do you want to organize something here as well, at the
Bootleg DJ cafe, which was also like a really notorious hangout, where
everybody would end up after a night of clubbing. Yeah, the ball started, just
started rolling, we were organizing these events, I started, you know,
collecting more records than I could handle. So I started selling records also...
And then you start, you just start professionalizing, doing even more, I started
doing programming for smaller clubs, or events, or started organizing festivals.
And this is like over a period of 15 years, just everything just grew and grew
and started going out of hand. Going back to what makes a good party...

[ music starting the background ]

[ Khalil ] Yeah, it's just like with everything else, the first impression, you
know, it counts. So when you go to a party, and there's a friendly security dude
that door welcoming you or host or whatever, you know. Y ou get invited with a
smile, it starts there. And then of course, you need good music.. And a good
event is well organized. There's plenty of bar staff, there's plenty of room for
the toilet so there are no queues.. You don't have to wait outside too long.. If
an event or a you know party or festival is well organized, the organizers won't
cut down on staff, you know, there will be plenty of food and drink, and plenty
of people to help you with a smile. Yeah, and again, if the music is good, and
the programmer knows how to curate the night well then, then people will be
dancing all night. People dancing, enjoying themselves having fun, they will be
drinking all night so your event will be successful. So yeah, it's all these little



things that that make a good party. But I also remember back in the day when
I would go to NightTown the NightTown basement, I would go out every
Friday.. And this was super simple, like some of the best nights I had there..
And it was just a stroboscope, some smoke- uhhh, a smoke machine, really
loud music.. That's it. That's just and just dancing all night.. And people were
fun. And yeah, you'd spend maybe half the night with your eyes closed just
dancing. [ music fades out ] Yeah..

[ Yun ] All the details.

[ Khalil ] Yes, exactly... Yeah, definitely.

[ Rae ] Okay, you've been partying for 20 years. And so I'm sure in the party
scene, you see a lot of tropes or characters. So yeah, like do you have any
types of people that you would want to describe that you see at a party?

[ Khalil ] Well, it's fun to think about this because yeah, it's been it's been a
long time since we've been to a party. Well, you know, what I always like about
parties is like the people that are overly enthusiastic dancing just showing their
moves on the dance floor like these people are the life of the party. Maybe if
you organize a party, just pay some people to be that person... Yeah...

[ Yun ] Okay, yeah.

[ Khalil ] Have them in the middle of the dance floor, just busting moves and
just having fun. This will create a, an amazing vibe.

[ Yun ] So you've paid people before to be to be the life of the party?

[ Khalil ] No, no, no is just, it's just a hypothetical!

[ rambling ]

[ Khalil ] Just a suggestion! Exactly if you, if you need to start from scratch.

[ Rae] Yes, yes...

[ Khalil ] We actually did this for an event where CODARTS students from the
dance academy.. Yeah, we told them okay, you bring some some of your
classmates we'll give you free drinks and guest, put you on the guest list if you



just dance on stage and they were like, oh yes, we love this and this will add
to the vibe tremendously.

[ Yun ] Nice... yeah...

[ Khalil ] Yeah... And there's always the the hidden sneaky dealer…

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] at the party...

[ Yun ] You were starting out…

[ Khalil ] yeah, but no, I was I wasn't the dealer like I was more like, I was one
of those dancing guys, but…

[ Yun ] Okay, okay.

[ Khalil ] But I had something in my pocket, for you to dance the the same
way.

[ everyone laughs ]

[ Khalil ] And yeah, you can always single them out, standing by somewhere
in the corridor. But yeah, do a good party.. you need them. There and yeah,
well, where there's dealers, there's always the drugged out kids on the dance
floor, shaking their jaws. Every festival party, you'll see these characters.. I
think they're, they're essential... also fun to look at. Yeah, well, and yeah, you
always have the aspiring DJs that go to these events, you know, the young
kids that will be there 11 o'clock sharp when the doors open, to you know, to
get involved to meet new people to.. meet organization... to listen to the DJs
playing, you always have a couple of them on the dance floor.. And yeah,
these are just like, some some characters.

[ Yun ] So like more career oriented, moto or something.

[ Khalil ] Yeah, that is there, there are so many DJs or young, aspiring DJs...
And for me, it was the same, I would go to a party and try to connect with, you
know, people whose music I like .. try and connect. All these DJs also want to



play at a party... So they'll be there... There'll be the first to buy your tickets,
and they they'll be there on the dance floor listening to all of your tracks…

[ Khalil ] as all what was that one?

[ Khalil ] Oh, what was that record? Oh, yeah, that's cool.

[ everyone laughs ]

[ Yun ] All right... So what was the worst party you've ever been to? Why
was it so bad?

[ Khalil ] Well, I've been to some, some terrible parties.. But you know, you
always try to forget them. And for me, if a party for me, you know, if the music
is not good, I'm going to hate it.. And if I hate a party, I'll just leave... I'm not
gonna stick around for a party and when I don't like it, and I advise everyone
to do the same. You don't, you don't want to, to have a bad time, you know.
But I can name one example. We were with a with a big group it was a multi
day event, called, I'm gonna just name it. It was the first edition of Graefenthal
am see... And it wasn't actually a terrible party, because we were with lots of
friends and you know, we were going to have fun anyway. So we came there
with our car and we drove up to there was this little canal behind this old
monastery.. So the site of the event was like super cool... So we build up a
tent next to the water and was like looking really nice and I was like okay, oh,
this is starting starting nice.. But this event was terribly organized.. Like it
was.. After a couple of hours.. We were just hanging out by the tent and
somebody else was, was next to us with his caravan or his car... But it started
smelling. And we were like what is this? And it was starting to get a little bit
soaky and wet around and like the grass of like...

[ Yun ] Oh, no…

[ Khalil ] So the the sewage of this monastery, it was just running down into
the ground and leaking into the water. So we we found out and we moved all
of our stuff, like, far away from this place. And like all the toilets, at this event,
they had like, after two days, the toilets, there were like, big stacks of shitty
toilet paper. People just pissing against the wall that like they had run out of
beer and food... And it was just a mess. It was such a big mess.. It was
unbelievable... But you know, we had fun. [ laughing ] We were playing, I had
to DJ there... I was just DJing and having fun... So we would just hang out at



our tent and with our friends... We had our own artists camping area. So we
had our own little private party... But in the third day of this festival, it was the
nastiest mess you've ever seen…

[ Yun ] Yeah, like you said, it's all about the details, its about organization. You
need to have your toilet situation sorted.

[ Khalil ] Yeah, definitely.. But even more basic, your supplies, drinks and
some food. Yeah, even this ran out. Like I think, I think already after the
second day or something.. That's just terribly organized. It was in Germany
was just a little bit over the border.. So on the third day, we just ordered pizza
with some other people that where there and let them drive up to the gate to
deliver pizza to the starved out party goers.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] Alright, so yeah, one thing that is really unique to the Dutch scene is
the figure of the nachtburgemeester, a night mayor. So the first
nachtburgemeester Jules Deelder was appointed in Rotterdam, unofficially, for
being seen so frequently at parties. His title was unofficial and in recent years,
some cities have started electing a nightmare to represent night culture and
bridge the gap between nightlife and local governments. So as two people
who didn't grow up in the Netherlands, this is a totally new concept for me and
Rae, can you tell us about the role of the nachtburgemeester?

[ Khalil ] I think this started, like, of course, we, Rotterdam we have Jules
Deelder, he was like the unofficial nachtburgemeester, night mayor of
Rotterdam because he was, yeah, you could see him like some kind of bat..
And in the late night bars and cafes hanging out or walking the streets, it was
no secret that he loved amphetamines.. So yeah, I think he was out and about
almost every day. He was just a super iconic public figure. So they gave him
this name. But I think maybe 10 years ago, they started an a night, mayor's
office in Amsterdam, this was started by Mirik Milan, he actually was an
advocate for the nightlife, like representing all of these clubs and artists and
organizations that were facing difficulties because of local governments that
don't really understand or don't really respect them as you know, real
businesses. They're like oh yeah nightclubs is just something for people to just
get go out and have fun. But these are like economic motors. Lots of people
rely on them not only for fun, but for their careers for their, for money for
debate or rent for whatever you know, its...lots of people are deeply invested



in nightlife and this nachtburgemeester.. Yeah, it was it was somebody that
represents all people involved in nightlife and gave them a voice towards the
local government... And I think he did a great job... And I think he did this for
two years.. And then they had elections.. So they like fair democratic elections
for a new night mayor and somebody else took his place but he actually took it
a step further and started promoting the concept of night mayor around the
world. I think New York has one now.. Lots of big cities around the world,
because of his endeavors they started having nachtburgermeesters as well to
represent nightlife towards the local governments for more respect and fair
treatment.

[ Yun ] And do you think it's been effective? Do you think that municipalities
have been more responsive and more respectful towards nightlife?

[ Khalil ] Yeah, I think I think it definitely has helped. Of course, there are
always you know, if you look at Amsterdam, where square meters for real
estate are super expensive, all these clubs were being pushed out of out of
the center, and they'll get only like temporary leases on a building. So they
fought for this and to get more permanent housing for some of the clubs..
Yeah, I think it's it's been effective to have a voice speaking on behalf of the
night culture and nightlife, all the clubs.. And here in Rotterdam, we don't have
a night mayor anymore, Jules Deelder passed away a few years ago.. But
there is a committee called NachtWacht that also lobby and advocate for fair
treatment and chances for night culture in, in Rotterdam.

[ Rae ] Yeah, thank you... Okay, so around the world... many people might
think that Amsterdam has the best parties, but we want to know what makes
Rotterdam nightlife the best and maybe what have been some of your favorite
clubs and parties?

[ Khalil ] Hmm, well, yeah, Rotterdam... I actually agree. I love Amsterdam.
I've been to so many parties in Amsterdam and clubs and I played a lot in
Amsterdam. I always loved the vibe there. But there is, there is actually is a
like a small difference... Maybe it's because I'm from Rotterdam that I'm
biased... But when I would go to a party in Amsterdam, if you look at the
people on the dance floor, it's not as diverse as in Rotterdam... And this
reflects a bit in the vibe as well. Its mostly white people... Yeah, for some
reason.. they're, they're a bit shy on the dance floor. And compared to party in,
in Rotterdam, like, even if a club is not not packed, you know, it's only half full,
the people will just go to the front in front of the DJ, and they will be standing



there dancing their ass of like, from from start to finish. And in Amsterdam,
they would stand around the dance floor a bit just looking at it like.. I'm gonna
go five minutes…

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] Are you gonna come dance with me as well... Yeah... Yeah, we'll go
first... Yeah.. You see them approaching the dance floor was like really shy
and, and, and another phenomenon that's really, really annoys me as well..
You'll see lots of people because it's a bit of a homogeneous demography on
the dance floor.. You see people using the same dance as well... And if you
see like after movies of these of these events, you'll see people moving the
same way... So it.. yeah, the vibe is a bit less special than in Rotterdam
because Rotterdam, you just have so many different people like dressed and
very outspoken... And you know, and they just bring the vibe like as soon as
they get in, like party for some reason... I think people are a little bit more
genuine in Rotterdam because you know a lot of people they move to
Amsterdam for several reasons, you know, to make it in some kind of
business or just to be in the capital to be close to the fire... Rotterdam might
be becoming that way a little bit as well but in Rotterdam always had like,
much more locals.. And I don't know these people will be a bit more real bit
more in your face... Maybe not, yeah, sometimes not as friendly... But you
know…

[ Yun ] But real.

[ Khalil ] genuine people.. Yeah. So yeah, yeah, I like a, I like a Rotterdam
party. When you have a good Rotterdam party, then you'll, you'll have fun and
all night long.

[ Yun ] Is it also... I don't know, I get this impression that there's a larger
diversity of different kinds of parties in Rotterdam compared to other cities,
and probably because of the different cultures that inhabit the city. Do you
notice that as well?

[ Khalil ] Um, yeah, it's, it's very diverse..

[Yun] Yeah, and different types of music In style…



[ Khalil ] Yeah... But yeah, Rotterdam also has been like, as a genre.. that's,
that doesn't really sound that multicultural... But because of the gabber,
hardcore legacy of Rotterdam, harder styles are pretty popular and always
have been. It's also a bit of a techno city. But at the same time, you have lots
of lots more urban programming, you know, lots of rap, hip hop, r&b, salsa, all
these Latin American events, Asian parties. I think it reflects the people living
in the city and all have their different tastes in music. And yeah, that's what I
really love about Rotterdam... Because when you go to event, you can easily
hear lots of different styles of music. Instead of just house or just hip hop or,
you know, they'll mix it up and you'll, you'll hear a lot of different sounds.

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah, that's my favorite thing about coming to Rotterdam, actually.

[ Rae ] Yeah... so in this podcast season, we've been thinking a lot about the
nightlife as an ecosystem. So you have community builders, performers,
networkers, sometimes rising stars. So we were wondering what you maybe
think your role is in this ecosystem.

[ Khalil ] Well, throughout the years, I think I've, I think I've had all of these
roles... And I think a good party organizer has done this, you know? Like, back
when I was organizing parties, I was doing, you know, all the organizing, even
handing out flyers to people on the street.. building up everything, taking
everything down, day after, you know, so, personally, I've, I've fulfilled all these
roles. But if I look at more recent years, yeah, I've been trying to pass down
my experience and the knowledge that I've gathered in the, in my whole party
career.. And I think that's a, that's a very important thing to do. When you have
so many years under your belt that you that you give back. So I've mentored
some, some rising stars that aren't really rising anymore...

[ Yun ] ...The stars?

[ Khalil ] they're way up there.. yeah. And, yeah, I think it's important that you
don't shy away from all these other tasks, or roles that you don't feel like
you're standing above somebody else in the organization. Because really, on
the dance floor, everybody is equal... Everybody has their role to play in an
organization or at a party, and I think you have to incorporate all of them... If
your party heart is true.



[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] We want to talk about building relationships and community in
nightlife.. And how do you, how do you set boundaries between professional
and personal relationships? Because even in the art sector, these
relationships are already blurred, but I can imagine if you're seeing, you know,
people at night, you're drinking, you're like, you know, I'm different. What's…

[ Rae ] What's going on...

[ Yun ] Yeah, what's the... How do you navigate that?

[ Khalil ] Well, for me, my approach was very simple.. When I started in the
party scene, and, you know, try to establish my footing as a DJ, for me, it was
very simple, like, whenever I would meet somebody, I would, I like, you know,
we would become friends. And this friendship would be the basis of, of your
professional cooperation. Yeah, I just made a lot of friends. And these friends,
you know, maybe in the beginning, or maybe after for several years, they will
become your professional partners, and you will do business with them, while
being friends at the same time.. So, yeah, these lines are definitely blurred,
but yeah, partying, you know, it's a serious business... But you can also
approach it very informally.. And there's always a risk with this approach.. But
for me, this is yeah, this has been the foundation of my, my entire career, I
would just go to too parties, or we meet somebody, they would invite me to
play in their city, I would go there, I would hang out, we would do after hours
for I don't know how long. You know, during these moments, you really get to
know somebody, you really establish a bond, you become friends, there's this
musical connection that you share with each other. And that's where your
professional collaboration starts. If this click is really real, and genuine, you
will always be honest with each other, and you will try to help each other reach
new heights... So for me, this was a very important and a very cool approach..
Because yeah, this is this, this way, it wasn't really about networking, or like,
sucking up to somebody, I was just having fun all the time, with super cool
people that I wanted to be my friends. And you know, another risk is you're
having fun. And sometimes you, you maybe you drink too much. And then
yeah, sometimes I have this little demon inside me when I drink too much I
become, I become an idiot, you know, and I won't treat people nice... And this
can reflect badly on your image. So yeah, of course, I've I've done some
stupid things.. You know, I've been drunk a couple of times...



[ Yun ] How do you repair your, your, yeah, reputation after something like
that?

[ Khalil ] Yeah, well, you just, yeah, you just make it right with the people
you've hurt... Yeah, that's basically what you do... Yeah.. Sometimes, if, if
damage is done, and it's irreparable, then, then yeah, you just have to move
on... Basically, just the best thing you can do is to always be respectful and,
and not fuck it up in that way... And you know, sometimes stuff like that
happens... And then you should be able to, to forgive these people that have
become your friends or whatever, then you'll forgive them.. Or, you know, at
least my friends, they, they always forgive me if I acted like a fool... And
maybe I was lucky...

[ Rae ] That's what friends are for... So how has partying changed with
COVID? So we're also thinking about maybe values, how parties are
organized... How are people saying resilient and keeping the party spirit? And
have you seen any alternatives pop up? That was a lot of questions...

[ Khalil ] Yeah, there's a few questions. I think it has changed dramatically. I
mean,when was the last time you went to a party?

[ Rae & Yun ] a year ago…

[ Khalil ] A year ago.. yeah, [ music in the background ] well, I've had a semi
illegal party in between... But yeah, for me, it's like, it really hurts that it's no
longer possible to enjoy a good party.. And for me, personally, I think parties or
the dance floor, it's, it's the last place where you can actually experience
freedom, you know, you can go to a dance floor, or to an event, club, party,
whatever... And you can just go inside and have fun and dance and act the
way you want.. And nobody would judge you, you can move however you
want. This is the last place where you can experience true freedom. And this
has been, you know, this has been stripped from life... And that's, that's a
painful thing for for lots of people. And I know many people that, you know,
they are dependent on, on shows and touring. Some of these people have
become depressed or, you know, were touring the world a year ago, and now
are delivering packages. So that's, it's, it's a very sad reality for, for nightlife
and for parties, and for artists and organizers and people involved in this.. So
yeah, it's changed dramatically, and I'm really sad about this. There is no real
substitute for dancing in a packed club, with sweat dripping from the walls,
bodies touching each other... That's the definition of a party... There's no other



way to do this... I think I was the first programmer in Rotterdam to organize a
COVID event together with the organization Prospect where we had 30 people
sitting, enjoying loud music for the first time in months.. But they were not
allowed to dance... And there were rules to moving around in the space...
There were so many restrictions.. And I was like, at first I was like, yeah, it's
really special that we are doing this, and people where really thankful.. But
after a few of these events, I was just like, I felt super sad watching these
people just sitting in their chairs, moving their hands and their heads... And
yeah, I don't think that that's the way partying should should move... That's not
the direction... We should be touching bodies again, dancing enthusiastically
all the night... So yeah, my ideal future we will see restrictions go away and
people coming together again... And yeah, what measures we need to take for
this is a whole different discussion. And there are plenty of people in
organizations trying to wrap their heads around this and trying to solve this to
be able to, to start clubbing again safely. Yeah, it, it, it worries me... I don't
know, how long is it going to take? And in some countries, some parts of the
world they are partying. I see some people go into Mexico, for events.. And
people are just partying, they're in India the same.. I think of India, you have
events and parties, and lots of it is also happening illegally. Yeah, and I don't
think that's the way it should you know, the direction it should go too.. Because
at illegal parties, there's less safety, and it can be dangerous.. So yeah,
opening the clubs, and being able to dance and party again, something I'm
really looking forward to... And especially for all my depressed friends that
aren't able to make a living and you know, are just going crazy, not being able
to do what they love.

[ music fades out ]

[ Yun ] You haven't seen any interesting online alternatives?

[ Khalil ] Well, of course online, it's possible to still listen to your favorite
artists and, and see them play... And there are a couple of really cool live
streams, you know that incorporate visual art and sound. And I'm also doing a
program at WORM where these artists that I'm talking about, can get together
and just create music on the spot with with their hardware.. Yeah, of course,
people are still doing their music, people are still DJing and performing.. But
the experience, watching it through screen is just not the same. And really is
no substitute for real life performance where you can actually feel the voice
and have goosebumps...



[ music in the background ] and look at each other while you're enjoying the
show. You know, that's... Yeah, there's there's no substitute for it.

[ music increases ]

[ Yun ] So we got some audience questions.

[ Khalil ] Exciting.

[ Rae ] Yes. Okay, so our first question is from a colleague from WORM,
Natalia. What do you say when people are complaining about the music at a
party?

[ Khalil ] Well, I used to play this spot in Amsterdam called the Disco Dolly..
And yeah, you know, people wouldn't go there to listen to quality music...
Yeah, what I try to do when I go to a gig is play quality music. The whole time
people would come with with stupid requests.. And then I would yeah, I
playing that later. Or the DJ after me is really good... He's going to play all that
type of music.

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] So I would, I would just try to not be too rude and just blame
somebody else... He's going to play your song.. Oh, no, I don't have it. And
sometimes when people come and ask for, for a specific track, and you have
it, then, of course, I'll play it, you know.. But yeah, I'm actually one of those
people that complains about the music when it's not cool…

[ Yun ] to DJs?

[ Khalil ] Well, I won't to go to the DJ, and like 'hey, man...'

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] 'Fucking... I hate this music, play something else. I'll give you my
USB stick.'

[ laughing ]



[ Khalil ] Okay... No, I would complain to my friends... Like, I hate his music,
man... I'm going home...

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] But yeah, when I start complaining, then most of the time I'll be, I'll
be gone in in a bit, or I'll go hang out in the backstage or whatever. But yeah, if
it doesn't match, yeah... Yeah, I hate it when it happens when you go to a
place and then the music is not what you expected... Or the music... You don't
like the music... Yeah, that's, that's a risk.

[ Yun ] Yeah, just go home…

[ Khalil ] Yeah, exactly.

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Danny from the Hague asks: How do you go from a visitor of nightlife
to a permanent residence? So to clarify, another person asked a similar
question. Anonymous says, How does one transform their hobby to their job?
Basically, what you did with your life.

[ Khalil ] Well, the character I told you about, now, the aspiring DJ that wants
to, want to get involved, you'll just be there first, at the party... If you're there
first, you'll see the people running the show, you will then try to connect with
these people... Of course, not in a forced way, but just by dancing or
complimenting them, or giving them good critique, you know, maybe if you do
this, or… and then you give them a demo, or you try to, you know, you say I
would love to help you guys out with promotion, or whatever... And this is, this
is basically how everybody does it... You just get involved, and help your
favorite organization out.. And before you know it, you'll be organizing this
event, you know, you'll, you'll be helping them out.. So if you want it to be your
career, instead of a hobby, you should get involved and you should put in the
work.. That's only way to do it.

[ Yun ] Solid advice.

[ Rae ] Yes... Seven Angels from Rotterdam would like to know: the
Rotterdam club scene has been under near constant attack by the city
government.. But the queer club scene has had an even worse go at it of



these past decades.. How do you view the future of Rotterdam clubbing after
Corona? And what can be done better to integrate the growing underground
queer club scene into its much more dominant straight counterpart?

[ Khalil ] Yeah, that's that's a good and important question.. Because I'm
afraid that not all the clubs will survive this whole lockdown. And I think some
of them already threw in the towel. And yeah, well, what's really missing in
Rotterdam is a cool queer club. I remember like, first when I started going out,
I always knew that like the parties were where there are a lot of queer
visitors... Those are the best parties so I would always be there because that's
where the, the real parties at. Yeah, it's not cool that they are not as much
represented... But again, somebody has to put in the work to make sure that
they have a prominent spot in the nightlife landscape... And this is not
something that that somebody is going to do for the community, the
community has to organize themselves and, and do this. I'm really happy that
I'm working at WORM, where we support the community, the queer
community, and there's always great events for this community.. But I think the
entire scene is under great stress, and I can't really predict what's going to
happen. All I know is that, that WORM will be still operating, hopefully... And if
Seven Angels wants to do a cool party, then you can just connect, connect me
and we'll do something cool.

[ Yun ] Cool. You hear that Seven?

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] All right. So Fazle from the Hague asks: How do you personally
perceive ritual, spirituality and healing within the context of clubbing? Or do
you?

[ Khalil ] Yeah, well, for me, whenever I would feel bad, or have a lot, on my
mind, I would just spin some records. [ music in the background ] Like for me,
that's meditation, that's healing... That's, that's everything... So when I was,
yeah, when I was 16, I was like, I was a bit troubled.. When I started partying,
and I have my first decks, whenever I would, wouldn't feel good, I would just
start playing music, very and loud mixing, and this would always cheer me up.
And I think it's the same for going to an event... It's just like a mass meditation,
where you get together on the dance floor... And on this dance floor, you form
a collective consciousness while performing this dancing ritual... So it has a
very spiritual shamanistic thing to it. And that's, that's, that's definitely always



in my approach. Also, when you organize event, a good event, a good party
has a good intention, you know? The intention is good, you know, you want to
bring people together, to enjoy a very positive experience, to enjoy good
music, to enjoy life together... So this is very important, and I would love it to
see people approaching parties events this way, as a ritual as a type of mass
meditation... As a moment of healing…

[ Yun ] It's beautiful.

[ Rae ] Yeah...

[ Rae ] really beautiful. Michael from Rotterdam would like to know, what is the
main driving force in your work to the change over time? Or does it remain the
same?

[ Khalil ] For me, it's still the same, it's still about music... [ continuing music in
the background ] For me, it's that that's what really drives me and really fills
me with, with happiness, just listening to good music, playing good music,
sharing good music with other people. And now with, you know, clubs closed
for this long whenever I'm at home, and I'm just listening to some tracks and
music... I'm just closing my eyes and visualizing myself standing in front of a
crowd dancing, playing for happy people with their hands in, in the sky... You
know, this... Yeah, this... Yeah, it's, it's all about the music for me and, you
know, bringing people together... And yeah, it comes back to the, to the
previous answer to the previous question... This whole gathering this whole
collective consciousness that you create, with the music as a as a tool, this is
my main drive. And still now I'm trying to get into music production more. Well
I've been always been doing it, but I'm always too critical on myself. So I never
finished something or I never release it or... So, now I'm just moving forward in
another direction with music as the main drive by releasing my own music and
producing more and releasing my own music.. [ music fades out ] Because
yeah, I'm also releasing lots of stuff on my label... But it's mostly other
people's music where I try to help them... You know, I work with lots of new
talent and I try to help them reach, reach a higher level through my label, as
a... using it as a platform…

[ Yun ] Which is called?

[ Khalil ] Infinite Pleasure…



[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] Check it out... InfinitePleasure.net!

[ Yun ] Yeah... so our last question is, well, two people asked the same
question, basically, Laura and Michael, can you predict what post pandemic
clubbing will look like, or what kinds of party trends will be big after Corona?

[ Khalil ] Again, I can't really predict where it's going... I think if I look at it
realistically, then I'm going to be a bit pessimistic... And I will predict a future of
clubbing where you have to test before a event or you have to show a test, a
negative test results to be able to enter or something with face masks, as they
did in Berlin last summer. Clubs were opened for a while, but everybody
dancing or standing to wear a mandatory mask, except for when you're sitting
down. But there was no distancing or whatever... So this could be something
but yeah, for me, one of my solutions to, to clubbing, to open up again, was to
to make it very local. We don't want people to, to move around too much to
not be able to spread the virus everywhere. So my idea was to restrict
clubbing to people living in a certain area code, where you have local clusters
of people where you always know where they come from, where you just
people have to register before they come... So you can identify if there's an
outbreak, you know, which people came where they live, so that it's really
controllable. That was my idea, too, and, and I think that's where we should be
focusing on more, and that's like a positive effect of the whole Corona
lockdown... We should be looking at local scenes more and giving local talent,
more chances. Because before Corona, we were just booking the popular DJs
and overpaying them to play in Rotterdam while there are so many young kids
that they will play even better... And they will do it for free... You know, and I'm
not saying that you should not pay them...

[ laughing ]

[ Khalil ] But yeah, I think that there's a, there's a good chance to look at local
scenes better and utilize the talent and skill of people that are living in your
city, man, living, living close to the, to the local clubs. And that way you'll be
investing more in the community and in your local economy and your local
party fun action.

[ Yun ] Well, you heard it here first on BARTALK…



[ laughing  ]

[ Yun ] Future predictions.

[ Khalil ] Yeah.

[ music plays in the background ]

[ Rae ] Thank you so much for this conversation.

[ Yun ] Yeah, thank you.

[ Khalil ] Thank you for inviting me for my first ever podcast experience.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] Yeah, we hope that we're able to get things up and running again soon
and we will see you around…

[ Khalil ] I pray every day for the club to open again. I want to dance!
So yeah, we will see you on your dancefloor sometime.

[ Khalil ] Yes.

[ Yun ] After all this.

[ Khalil ] I hope so. Yes, I hope so very soon.

[ music increases ]

[ Rae ] That was Khalil Ryahi on his lifelong passion for nightlife.

[ Yun ] Tune in next week when we talk to Philip Vermeulen about his large
scale art installations, bringing the club to the art world and sober partying. We
want to thank Hans Poel for recording and editing for recording and editing
these podcasts, Nia Konstantinova for doing a great job on PR. Denise Lee for
designing the banner, Sarafina van Ast for transcribing our podcasts.

[ Rae ] Thanks to WORM Rotterdam for allowing us to use their sound studio.
And this program would not be possible without the financial support of the



Mondriaan Fonds. Last but not least, thanks to all of you listeners out there
tuning in.

[ Yun ] I'm Yun Lee...

[ Rae ] and I'm Rae Parnell.

[ Yun ] and this was BARTALK. See you next week.

[ music fades ]


